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Birth of
a goddess.
Her Instagram 
account exceeds 
3 billion 
followers.

MIDAS
The hidden 

brother 
of Venus 
prepares 

for his first 
appearance.

EXCLU
It’s official!
The Prince
has finally 
found true
love with 
‘the Miss’.
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AN EXPLOSIVE APPEARANCE THAT HAS NOT GONE UNNOTICED
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From the sublime to the 
ridiculous, is just one 

palm.
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This month
in Dynasty Mag!

rog’s Dynasty rises from 
the dust and ruins 
of the Greek statues 
destroyed during the 
latest earthquake on 
the Island of Beauty and 
offers us an exclusive 
interview.

From our meeting on the west 
coast with the artist Prescilla-
Mary Maisani, it was clear that 
she was still in shock having 
witness the birth these creatures. 

She describes 
how, in her 
sleep after a day 
spent under a 
resplendent sun, 
she was flung by 
the Gods of the
Olympus and 
how ancient 
marble powder, 
in a complex 

chemical process, amalgamated 
to give rise to a new off-the-wall 
era: the Frog’s Dynasty

Also in your favorite mag this 
month, a shock interview with 
Prince Froggy who states, «We are 
The Frog’s Dynasty, at the origin 

of the era of decadence. We live 
near luxury swimming pools and 
we only travel by blue helicopter, 
in homage to Leonardo da 
Vinci.» Today, the Frog’s Dynasty 
and its members’ ultra bling is 
completely out of control and 
has become unmissable!

The creative artist, helpless in 
the face of their daily nocturnal 
escapades, reveals how they are 
now an indispensable presence 
at festivals, exhibitions, art fairs, 
private parties and fashion 
shows, and how photographers 
vie for their attention to snap 
their extravagance.

It is already rumored that the 
Queen of England plans to open 
up her court for an official royal 
dinner. At her own risk!

Meanwhile one of the greatest 
patrons will soon be organizing 
a private evening in his sublime 
villa in southern Corsica. He just 
released this news to Dynasty 
mag editorial: «The members 
of Frog’s Dynasty are unique. 
Despite some eccentricities 
and an assertive narcissism 

“ It is already rumored 
that the Queen of 
England plans to 

open up her court for 
an official royal dinner. 

At her own risk!



that we willingly forgive, 
this family turns heads 
wherever they go! I 
could not fail to dedicate
an evening to them, 
fitting of their fame and 
self-worth!

«Dear readers... Are you 
ready for the ultimate 
party this year? Ready 
for the Frog’s Party ?»



P



PPrince

I   was the first to arrive on earth. I appeared 
for the first time on a roof top in Miami 
and was very  quickly noticed due to my 

superb, sublime and subtle contrapposto hip 
swing, reminiscent of Michelangelo’s David.

Spring  and the Cannes festival are coming, 
the fairy created ‘a Miss’ in my image to 
accompany me for the ascent up the steps. 
Thanks to my helicopter and my Princely 
raybans, I managed to seduce her on a trip to 
Hollywood.

We  are now the couple of the year and the 
twinkling stars in the capital of cinema. My 
career has gone international. I won the gold 
medal for ridiculousness at Cannes and Miss 
is very proud of Me.

le
It’s official!

The prince has finally found true love with ‘the Miss’. 
#couploftheyear #palm #beauty

P O R T R A I T

















miss

J ust arrived from Hollywood with my 

Prince, here we are, the star guests of 

the Cannes Film Festival.

I tripped on the red carpet and lost a Louboutin. 

But not to worry, for I am a princess. With a flick 

of the hair, I put my crown in place and carried on 

my way. Whatever happens, I will do what I can to 

keep my composure.

During our honeymoon in Mexico we adopted a 

chihuahua named Trump who should arrive in 

France soon. And since happiness never comes 

by itself, I also expect a happy event...

The

An explosive appearance that did not go 
unnoticed at the Cannes festival when 
the Frog’s Dynasty broke into the red 
carpet.

#redcarpet #louboutin #froggystyle 
#petslovers #diva
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Ve un s
Birth of a goddess.
Her Instagram account exceeds 
3 billion followers.

P O R T R A I T

#botticelli #perfection
#money #botox





















THE HIDDEN BROTHER OF VENUS
 PREPARES FOR HIS FIRST 

APPEARANCE AT THE
MISTER UNIVERSE INTERGALACTIC 

CONTEST TO BE HELD IN LOS ANGELES!

world
championship
B o d y  B u i l d i n g

Hidden in a top secret 
location, coached by Apollo,

he works on his poses.



Ridiculous, it’s all blown out 

of proportion! @Midas

22:52 - 29 juin 2018

Tweet your reply

9785 30k

Hercules

Tweet

@Heraclesoff



midas
Out of contrôl
the champion

MISTER INTERGALACTIC 
 MIDAS

is trying to turn himself
into a gold statue
while he is setting

on is best pose
allowing the famous

pose of 
Arnold Schwarzenegger

«We don’t 
know if 

Midas got
a little

overzealous or 
if he will

be transformed 
into a golden

statue
forever......» 

 SCOOP !!

AN EXCEPTIONAL PHENOMENON DURING

THE FIRST APPEARANCE OF MIDAS



midas
P O R T R A I T





#perfectpose 
#narcisse 

#bodybuilding
#arnoldschwarzenegger 

#gold



#ARTSHOWS

#people
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@frogsdynasty

#froggystyle
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#froggystyle

@frogsdynasty

#photocallupgallery



“My artistic approach is nourished by my 
readings and encounters that guided me 
during my travels to Mexico, England and 
Italy, as well as my past experiences as a 
classical dancer’ .

The Art of Prescilla-Mary Maisani is influenced 
by ancient techniques in the fields of sculpture, 
fresco, painting and drawing. It was in private 
artists studios of masters like José Colombe, 
Ted Jacobs and Alex Russell Flint that the 
knowledge of the great masters of the realist 
tradition in Europe were passed on, from a 
range of iconic artists dating back to the 12th 
century. Flemish, Pre-Raphaelite painters, 
Italian methods of the Renaissance.

Prescilla-Mary MAISANI
Prescilla-Mary Maisani  is a painter and 
sculptor whose approach challenges the 
accepted opposition between classical 
know-how and the use of modern 
materials. 



These processes allowed her to study the 
evolution of painting over the centuries and fed 

into her research work, which brought her to Italy to 
study realistic sculpture in the prestigious Florence 
Academy of Art. Following a rich friendship and 
collaboration with the sculptor Brian Booth Craig 
with who she works regularly in New York, she 
learnt from his techniques. But it is in Corsica that 
the young multidisciplinary artist has established 
her research laboratory and developed her own 
artistic style.

Her heritage of immense wealth oscillates 
between the traditional and modern. 
Her approach looks for an emotion that 

touches on the superficial, this causing the viewer 
to ask profound questions about the values of 
our society. The use of modern materials, at times 
treated in a classic way through unconventional 
subjects, expresses all the mastery of an artist and 
a desire for perfection. Her work comes alive in a 
tension bordering on a dreamlike, creative breath 
that organizes these forgotten remains into a 
romanticism of excess…”

“
After the creation of the Prince of 
the night, my work has become 
uncontrollable giving birth to this New 
World of contemporary vanities.



Tel. : +33(0)673206378
Mail : missfrog2a@gmail.com

@prescillamary_maisani
@frogsdynasty

Maisani ART

ESPACE DE L'AQUEDUC - ROUTE DE CALVI
20167 MEZZAVIA FRANCE
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